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Abstract
In this paper we propose and explore a general notion of chaos in the abstract context of
continuous actions of topological monoids and we introduce the notions of chaotic action and
study these notions on a new types of actions. Also We stated and prove some theorems which
determine the relationship between these notions and some types of actions . As we define new
type of action be not chaotic always on any finite topological monoid.
Keywords : Active, Chaotic, Less chaotic, action by monoid by

المستخلص
فً هرا انبحث قدمىا فكسة عامت عه انفىضى عهى األفعال انمستمسة انمعسفت عهى انمىوىٌد انتبهىجً وقدمىا مفاهٍم انفعم
 وأثبتىا بعض انىظسٌاث,كما ذكسوا.  وواقشىا هري األفكاز عهى أوىاع جدٌدة مه األفعال,انفىضىي وبعض األوىاع مه األفعال
ًانتً تحدد انعالقت بٍه هري انمفاهٍم وعسفىا وىعا جدٌدا مه االفعال انري ٌكىن دائما نٍس فىضىٌا عهى أي مىوىٌد تبهىج
.ًمىته

Introduction
Chaos is one of the core phenomena studied in the theory of dynamical systems (see ,e.g., [1]).
Devaney's well-recognized definition of chaos [10] involves the concept of sensitive dependence on
initial conditions (see Section 4 from[6]) and therefore requires the respectively considered phase
space to be metric, or uniform at least. However, a well-known result by Banks et al. [9], which has
been modified and extended in various ways in [11, 5, 2,4, 3, 8], suggests that the notion of chaos
may be reformulated entirely in terms of topology .The aim of the present paper is define action
such that it is not chaotic always of all topological monoids .

1.PRELIMINARIES
The aim of this section gives some definitions and results on action which we use them in this
work.
Definition (1.1) [6]:
Let
be monoid the mapping
1,
2- (
)
Remark (1.2) [6]:
Let

be action, for all

is called an action if it is satisfy

define the map
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by,
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Theorem (1.3):
Let
be monoid. Then the map
with composition functions.
Proof: Let
be monoid.
( ) Let
be action.
Since
is monoid then
(
)
(
)
(

{

is action iff

} is monoid

, since for all
)
and

(
(

)
)
)

(

So
is identity element of
Now

(

)
)
)

(

(
Then
( )

, ) is monoid.
,
(

)

[since
is identity element]
)
(
)
(
)

Then the map

is action.

Remark (1.4):
Let be a non-empty finite set. We denoted of a number of elements of
Definition (1.5):
Let
be monoid and let
(
)

be a non-empty set such that
where

Examples (1.6):
1) Take
{

} and

{

by

The action
is called action by .

}, with the following tables
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Then it is clear is action by
2) Let
be finite monoid .Then is action by
{
}
3) Take
is monoid where

and let
and

{
} then the trivial action
is not action by since
but

Definition (1.7) [7]:
A topological monoid is monoid
is continuous.

with a topology on

for all

when the binary operation

Examples (1.8):
1) Any monoid with discrete topology is topological monoid.
2) Any monoid with indiscrete topology is topological monoid.
3) Let
{
}, defined the binary operation in the following table.

The monoid

with topology

Definition (1.9) [6]:
Let be monoid and let
{
1)

2)
3)

and
}

{

{

are subset of

}} is topological monoid.
, we write

m K

{

}.

Definition (1.10) [6]:
Let
be topological monoid. A subset
compact subset
such that

is called right syndetic in

Definition (1.11)[6]:
An action
is called continuous action if
monoid and is topological space.
Definition (1.12) [6]:
Let be topological monoid and a continuous action of
point
is said to be periodic with respect to if
is right syndetic in and is said to be periodic if

989

is continuous where

if there exists a

is topological

on some topological space Then a
{
}

is right syndetic in

xX
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Remark (1.13)[6]:
Let be topological monoid and a continuous action of
all point
is periodic with respect to if is periodic.

on some topological space . Then

Examples (1.14):
1) Take the trivial action of any finite topological monoid on any topological space
for all
then 
and since is compact, and

since

xX

then 

is right syndetic, so

xX

is periodic.

2) Take the monoid
{
} with usually product operation then
is topological monoid with discrete topology and take usually topology of set of real numbers ,
define the action

,

{

, then
{ } is periodic with respect to since
{ } is right syndetic in , is periodic with respect to
{ }
since

{ } for all
since

. So

{ } and
is periodic

Definition (1.15) [6]:
Let be topological monoid and a continuous action of on some topological space We say
that is topological transitive if for any two non-empty open set
, there exist
such that
.
Definition (1.16) [6]:
Let be topological monoid and a continuous action of
say that
is algebraically transitive if for any point
that

on some topological space . We
there exists
such

Remark (1.17) [6]:
Let be topological monoid and a continuous action of on some topological space . If is
algebraically transitive then is topological transitive, but the convers is not necessary true as the
following example.
Example (1.18): Take the monoid
,
for all
transitive since,
, for all
for all
.

with discrete topology and take the continuous action
. Then is topological transitive but it is not algebraically
is open set in
but
for all
and

Definition (1.19) [6]:
Let be topological monoid and a continuous action of
that is minimal if
is dense in for all
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on some topological space . We say
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2. THE MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we define the notions of a chaotic action and a less chaotic action and some
properties of action. For our discussion, we shall link these notions with other notions which
mentioned in preliminaries.
Definition (2.1):
Let be topological monoid and an action of
on some topological space . Then
be active if for all open set in there exists non-empty open set in
such that
={
and
} is open set in .
Example (2.2): Let

{

} and

{

is said to

} defined the binary operation

in

the following table

The action
active with

by
{

is active with
{ }} and

{

{

{ }} and
is indiscrete topology but it is not
{ }} or
is indiscrete topology.

Proposition(2.3):
Let be topological monoid and an action of
in then is active
Proof: Clear since { }
for all open set

on some topological space . If { } is open set
in

Definition (2.4) [6]:
Let be topological monoid and be a topological space. A continuous action
called chaotic if
(1)
is topological transitive.
(2) The set of points being periodic with respect to is dense in .
(3)
is not minimal.
{
Example(2.5): Let
operation in the following table

} and

{

of

on

is

} defined the binary

{ } {
The action by is chaotic with
such that { }
} and
is discrete
topology. Notice that is continuous and
{ } then
{ } so is
(1)
for all
for all
topological transitive.
(2)
{ } and
{ }
then the set of points being periodic with respect to = { } is dense.
{ }
{ } { }
(3) Since
then
is not dense. Hence
is not
minimal. So is chaotic.
{ } {
If
such that { }
} then
is not chaotic [since the set of points being
periodic with respect to is not dense]
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Definition (2.6):
Let
be topological monoid and
a topological space. A continuous action of
on is
called less chaotic if
1) is topological transitive.
2) The intersection between the set of points being
and any open set A
is empty set.
3) There exists a unique point
such that
is dense.
Example (2.7): Let
following table

{

} and

{

} defined the binary operation

in the

1

3
The action
and,

by is less chaotic with

{

2

{ }} and

3
{

{ }} since

is continuous

{ } then
for all
for all
{ }
so is topological transitive.
{ }
{ } then the set of points being periodic
(2) Since
and
{ } but { } { }
with respect to
so the intersection between the set of points
being
with respect to and any open set
is empty set.
{ } is not dense and
{
} is not
(3) Since
is dense
dense. So is less chaotic.
Definition (2.8) :
Let (
{ } ) be the group of integers modulo p is prime number, and let
{
}, define the binary operation of
by
and
for all
{ }. Then
monoid and is called monoid by
Example (2.9): Let

is monoid by

{

is

}, where

.

Proposition (2.10):
Let
be monoid by and let
{
} then for any topology on
any topology on if the action by is continuous then it is minimal.
Proof: since
for all
then
for all
so
is dense for all
, this ends the proof.
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and
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Corollary (2.11):
Let
be monoid by and let
{
}
then for any topology on and any topology on if the action by is continuous, then it is not
chaotic and it is not less chaotic.
Proof: The poof is clear since is minimal by Proposition (2.10).
Theorem (2.12):
Let
be monoid by and let
{
}. Then for any topology on and
any topology on if the action by is continuous then it is active.
Proof : since
for all
then
for all A is open set in so
is
active.
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